
Hi there, I'm Adriano, the co-founder of Engage Talent. 
We're a recruitment marketing agency focused on candidate engagement
leveraging mostly using Bullhorn Automation platform. We build candidate
attraction and engageent solutions tailored for high-growth companies. 

Bullhorn Automation would be a great platform for many of our client
engagements. Over the past few years, we've facilitated over 100,000
candidate interactions. We utilize our creative skills and recruitment expertise
to design engaging experiences that deliver phenomenal results for time-
sensitive hiring initiatives. We believe making our services available on Bullhorn
Automation could provide tremendous value to their customers as well....
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So it's what we do best, and it's what brings Sense
engagement to life. Our in-house teams have built
digital recruitment campaigns for some of the largest
companies in the world, using front-end web design
techniques to craft Bullhorn Automation journeys in a
way that increases candidate engagement, improves
talent experience and builds brand differentiation in the
staffing space. 

And it really does work; we have hundreds of templates
and examples to work with, backed up by intricate
analytics as to the best performing journeys across
multiple staffing interactions.

creative Engagement

job board management
applicant experience
interview journeys
automation architecture
surveys, NPS & external reviews
database engagement
on-boarding journeys

Bullhorn Automation is a fantastic platform, with endless
possibilities, and we know this because we've tried most of
them! We also know which ones work and which ones don't, and
have a lot of data & analytics to back it up. 

Automation is complicated, but it's what our digital team do
day in day out and they love nothing more than head
scratching and swearing at a screen until they get it right. From
candidate attraction automations to end-to-end talent
experiences, to boosting your Glassdoor ratings & NPS, we're
able to craft complex journeys, with flawless employer branded
content, to drive candidate engagement across your business.
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Showcasing how versatile the Bullhorn
Automation platform can be, our digital team
powered a market-entry project in Europe,
translating journeys into several languages,
and powering applicant journeys from local
job boards via the Bullhorn ATS.
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so let‘s chat
how about a 30 min walk through our digital services and to see how what's
truly possible with your Sense platform? Tap that button to book a call!

www.engagetalent.io

RPO project in Europe
featuring end-to-end
candidate engagement, job
board advertizing, on-boarding
& more

Showcasing the high volume capabilities of
Bullhorn Automation and how candidate
responses vastly increase with the use
creative branding within candidate journeys.

RPO project in the USA & UK
that processed over 11,000
applicants, integrated with
local job boards and backed
up by a social media campaign
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